PLEASER NEVADA PARLAY CARD RULES:
1. Management reserves the right to refuse any wager or delete any game prior to acceptance of
wagers.
2. Winning tickets are void after 365 days from conclusion of the event.
3. Winning tickets may be mailed in for redemption. See the reverse side of the wagering ticket for mailin collection instructions and address.
4. All house wagering rules apply unless otherwise stipulated on this card.
5. Minimum bet - $2.00. Maximum bet subject to the approval of Management.
6. All games/events must be played within seven (7) days of the originally scheduled date of action.
7. Tickets must have a minimum of 3 propositions (4 if applicable) in action or the wager is void and the
wager amount will be refunded. Ties are considered “no action” and reduce to the number of
propositions with action. Tickets with less than 3 propositions in action are void and the wager amount
will be refunded.
8. All player propositions require the listed player to play at least one play for action. In the event the
player does not play the proposition is considered no action, and the odds reduce to the level applicable
to the number of propositions with action.
9. Payoffs will be made on the wagering ticket generated from the stub portion of this card only. This
card is not valid for payment.
10. Invalid game selections, are considered “no action” and reduce the wager by one proposition.
11. Printed point spreads at the time the wager is accepted are used in the determination of winners,
losers and ties. This card will have no ties as ½ points are used.
12. The maximum aggregate payoff for the week [or “day” if applicable], for all William Hill Race and
Sports Book locations, on all parlay cards of this type is $100,000 plus twice the amount wagered on all
parlay cards of this type for the same day. If amounts to be paid exceed the maximum payoff, winners
will be paid in proportion to the amounts won.
13. Any and all payouts of $10,000 or more relative to this card shall not be paid until the completion of
all propositions listed on this parlay card.
14. This card is for use only at those locations listed on the William Hill Nevada Race and Sports Book
website. We employ no agents; cards used for any other purpose are invalid.

BIG TEASER NEVADA PARLAY CARD RULES:
1. Management reserves the right to refuse any wager or delete any game prior to acceptance of
wagers.
2. Winning tickets are void after 365 days from conclusion of the event
3. Winning tickets may be mailed in for redemption. See the reverse side of the wagering ticket for mailin collection instructions and address.
4. All house wagering rules apply unless otherwise stipulated on this card.
5. Minimum bet - $2.00. Maximum bet subject to the approval of Management.
6. All games/events must be played within seven (7) days of the originally scheduled date of action.
7. Tickets must have a minimum of 3 propositions (4 if applicable) in action or the wager is void and the
wager amount will be refunded. Ties are considered “no action” and reduce to the number of
propositions with action. Tickets with less than 4 propositions in action are void and the wager amount
will be refunded.
8. All player propositions require the listed player to play at least one play for action. In the event the
player does not play the proposition is considered no action, and the odds reduce to the level applicable
to the number of propositions with action.
9. Payoffs will be made on the wagering ticket generated from the stub portion of this card only. This
card is not valid for payment.
10. Invalid game selections, are considered “no action” and reduce the wager by one proposition.
11. Printed point spreads at the time the wager is accepted are used in the determination of winners,
losers and ties. This card will have no ties as ½ points are used.
12. The maximum aggregate payoff for the week [or “day” if applicable], for all William Hill Race and
Sports Book locations, on all parlay cards of this type is $100,000 plus twice the amount wagered on all
parlay cards of this type for the same day. If amounts to be paid exceed the maximum payoff, winners
will be paid in proportion to the amounts won.
13. Any and all payouts of $10,000 or more relative to this card shall not be paid until the completion of
all propositions listed on this parlay card.
14. This card is for use only at those locations listed on the William Hill Nevada Race and Sports Book
website. We employ no agents; cards used for any other purpose are invalid.

TEASER NEVADA PARLAY CARD RULES:
1. Management reserves the right to refuse any wager or delete any game prior to acceptance of
wagers.
2. Winning tickets are void after 365 days from conclusion of the event.
3. Winning tickets may be mailed in for redemption. See the reverse side of the wagering ticket for mailin collection instructions and address.
4. All house wagering rules apply unless otherwise stipulated on this card.
5. Minimum bet - $2.00. Maximum bet subject to the approval of Management.
6. All games/events must be played within seven (7) days of the originally scheduled date of action.
7. Tickets must have a minimum of 3 propositions (4 if applicable) in action or the wager is void and the
wager amount will be refunded. Ties are considered “no action” and reduce to the number of
propositions with action. Tickets with less than 3 propositions in action are void and the wager amount
will be refunded.
8. All player propositions require the listed player to play at least one play for action. In the event the
player does not play the proposition is considered no action, and the odds reduce to the level applicable
to the number of propositions with action.
9. Payoffs will be made on the wagering ticket generated from the stub portion of this card only. This
card is not valid for payment.
10. Invalid game selections, are considered “no action” and reduce the wager by one proposition.
11. Printed point spreads at the time the wager is accepted are used in the determination of winners,
losers and ties. This card will have no ties as ½ points are used.
12. The maximum aggregate payoff for the week [or “day” if applicable], for all William Hill Race and
Sports Book locations, on all parlay cards of this type is $100,000 plus twice the amount wagered on all
parlay cards of this type for the same day. If amounts to be paid exceed the maximum payoff, winners
will be paid in proportion to the amounts won.
13. Any and all payouts of $10,000 or more relative to this card shall not be paid until the completion of
all propositions listed on this parlay card.
14. This card is for use only at those locations listed on the William Hill Nevada Race and Sports Book
website. We employ no agents; cards used for any other purpose are invalid.

$100,000 NEVADA PARLAY CARD RULES:
1. Management reserves the right to refuse any wager or delete any game prior to acceptance of
wagers.
2. Winning tickets are void after 365 days from conclusion of the event
3. Winning tickets may be mailed in for redemption. See the reverse side of the wagering ticket for mailin collection instructions and address.
4. All house wagering rules apply unless otherwise stipulated on this card.
5. Wager amount per card is $5.00
6. All games/events must be played within seven (7) days of the originally scheduled date of action.
7. Ties are considered a loss.
8. Tickets must have a minimum of 15 propositions in action or wager is void and the wager amount will
be refunded.
9. All player propositions require the listed player to play at least one play for action. In the event the
player does not play the proposition is considered no action.
10. Payoffs will be made on the wagering ticket generated from the stub portion of this card only. This
card is not valid for payment.
11. Invalid game selections, are considered no action.
12. Printed point spreads at the time the wager is accepted are used in the determination of winners,
losers and ties.
13. If there is more than one winning ticket for the week the $100,000 prize will be divided equally
among the winning tickets.
14. Any payouts relative to this card shall not be paid until the completion of all propositions listed on
this parlay card.
15. This card is for use only at those locations listed on the William Hill Nevada Race and Sports Book
website. We employ no agents; cards used for any other purpose are invalid.

COLLEGE FOOTBALL NEVADA PROGRESSIVE CONTEST RULES:
1. Winning tickets are void after 365 days from conclusion of the event. A valid photo ID must be
presented in person to claim prizes.
2. Card has a progressive prize jackpot. The card will contain 15 propositions. Customers must select 15
winning propositions to win the progressive jackpot. Multiple winners with 15 correct picks will divide
the progressive jackpot equally. Tickets must have 15 propositions wagered on or the wager is void and
money will be refunded.
3. The wager is $5.00 per progressive parlay card.
4. The minimum amount of the progressive jackpot will be $10,000.
5. 70% of all money wagered will be added to the progressive jackpot
for the following week with a $10,000 minimum progressive jackpot.
6. In the event of a cancelled game or any selection which results in no action as determined by the
William Hill rules, there will be no winner of the progressive jackpot. In the event of cancelled game(s),
all tickets finishing with a perfect record (all remaining selections are winners) will share equally a
$5,000 consolation prize.
7. Printed point spreads at the time the wager is accepted are used in the determination of winners and
losers if applicable; in the event of a tie, both propositions will be considered as a winner.
8. House rules apply to the progressive parlay card unless otherwise specified herein.
9. We reserve the right to refuse any ticket or delete any proposition prior to the acceptance of the
wager.
10. Winning tickets will be paid starting at 12:00 P.M. the day following the Monday after the last
proposition on the progressive parlay card.
11. This parlay card is for use at those locations listed on www.williamhill.us. William Hill employs no
agents; cards used for any other purpose are invalid.
12. If the progressive jackpot is not won this college football season, the jackpot will be carried over to
the Pro Football Progressive Card.
13. All winnings are subject to I.R.S. reporting and withholding rules.

PRO FOOTBALL NEVADA PROGRESSIVE CONTEST RULES:
1. Winning tickets are void after 365 days from conclusion of the event. A valid photo ID must be
presented in person to claim prizes.
2. Card has a progressive prize jackpot. The card will contain 15 propositions. Customers must select 15
winning propositions to win the progressive jackpot. Multiple winners with 15 correct picks will divide
the progressive jackpot equally. Tickets must have 15 propositions wagered on or the wager is void and
money will be refunded.
3. The wager is $5.00 per progressive parlay card.
4. The minimum amount of the progressive jackpot will be $10,000.
5. 70% of all money wagered will be added to the progressive jackpot for the following week with a
$10,000 minimum progressive jackpot.
6. In the event of a cancelled game or any selection which results in no action as determined by the
William Hill rules, there will be no winner of the progressive jackpot. In the event of cancelled game(s),
all tickets finishing with a perfect record (all remaining selections are winners) will share equally a
$5,000 consolation prize.
7. Printed point spreads at the time the wager is accepted are used in the determination of winners and
losers if applicable; in the event of a tie, both propositions will be considered as a winner.
8. House rules apply to the progressive parlay card unless otherwise specified herein.
9. We reserve the right to refuse any ticket or delete any proposition prior to the acceptance of the
wager.
10. Winning tickets will be paid starting at 12:00 P.M. the day following the last proposition on the
progressive parlay card.
11. This parlay card is for use at those locations listed on www.williamhill.us. William Hill employs no
agents; cards used for any other purpose are invalid.
12. If the progressive jackpot is not won on the final day of the regular professional football season
(week 17), it will be carried over to the Multi-Sport Progressive card.
13. All winnings are subject to I.R.S. reporting and withholding rules.

